
"Schools out, Summers in, Let the Drama Stop
and Fun Begins."

Summer holidays are that time of the year when you get an
opportunity to spend lots of quality time with your child. To

enhance your child's learning we have planned enjoyable
and fun-filled activities to keep their skills sharp and

concepts clear so that they can use their energy and give a
vent to their creativity. It will surely enhance their learning

process and make their holidays more enjoyable and joyful.
Relax enjoy, have lots of fun and come back refreshed.



I-Spy Game

 Students will be able to
recapitulate 'a' vowel word
families (CVC words): at, ag,
an, ap, am, ad, ax and as with
their phonic sounds.

 Resources- Household
items, English notebook,
pencil box and crayons.

 I-Spy Task- Hunt for the
objects at home that belong
to 'a' vowel word families- at,
ag, an, ap, am, ad, ax and as.
Encourage your child to
identify the objects and then
ask them to write the CVC
word and paste or draw the
picture of the word in their
English notebook. (Refer to
the link attached for sample
video)

https://youtu.be/Pu80uNLPCws

 Learning Outcomes –Students will develop phonic sounds,
reading skills and will enhance their cognitive skills and language
skills.

 Writing skill enhancement – Write letters a-z in sequence in
three in one notebook. Learn the CVC words and sight words given
in the English notebook.



Spot on (Fun with Numbers)

 Students will explore and count
the different number of objects.

Resources- Household items,
Maths notebook, pencil box and
crayons.

Spot on- Children will look
around at home for the objects
that are 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 10 and 12 in
number and then they will draw
the number of objects in their
Maths notebook. (Refer to the
link attached for sample video)
https://youtu.be/Pu80uNLPCws

Learning Outcomes – Spot on
Activity is an exercise for both
body and mind to enhance
problem solving skills and to
build critical thinking skills in
students.

Writing skill enhancement –
Write numbers 1 to 20 in
sequence and number names 1
to 10 in three in one notebook.

Kindly make your child
complete the exercise given on pgs. 60 to 70 in Maths
workbook.

Aksharo ka gyan
 Revise swar अ to अः and vyanjan क to ण.

 Learn the songs: Swar geet and Aao
gungunaye in given on pgs.32, 33 and 36 in Hindi
book.



Raw Mango Magic

 Students will explore and discover their sense organs along with it
functions by making Chatkharedaar Kairi ki chutney with the help of
their mothers.

 Ingredients required:
 Raw mango
 Garlic
 Cumin Seeds
 Mint leaves
 Salt (According to taste)
 Green Chillies(optional)

 Observe the following things:
1. What did you see while making

the chutney?
2. What is the colour of a Kairi?

3. How does it feel when you touch

the Kairi?

4. How is the taste of Kairi ki
chutney?

5. Can you smell the aroma of
6. different ingredients?
7. Did you hear any sound while making the chutney?

After the accomplishment of the task give a big smiley to your
mummy and to you too. (Refer to the link attached for
sample video) https://youtu.be/Pu80uNLPCws

 Learning Outcomes: Students will become familiar with the ingredients
used while making Kairi ki chutney and will be able to explore the use of
their five senses.

 Listening and speaking enhancement – Learn to read the sight words
given in EVS notebook.

NOTE: Kindly get the printouts of the worksheets which are attached
below, encourage your child to complete it and paste it in the respective

notebooks.



It’s all about Stories
Stories play a vital role in the growth and

development of children. The books they
read and the characters they get to know can
become like friends. It encourages the
children to realize that they are natural-born
storytellers and can imagine anything they
want.
Reading stories and telling the stories to
your child is very important as it helps
him/her know sounds, words, develop
language skills and enhance vocabulary.
Reading aloud with your child is an
important part of their education. It
teaches them to speak fluently; they
listen carefully and develop the ability to
read themselves.
✓ Here are some tips for you:

 Show them the cover of the storybook before reading the story. It
will create the curiosity and interest in children.

 Test your child's interest and progress while reading the story by
asking them the questions.

 Check newly acquired skills as stories contain vocabulary
whenever the new word pop up ask them to guess the meaning by
using picture clues.

 Make it engaging by integrating it to the surroundings, make
some crafts, use objects, use different sounds/ voices and
use creative story puppets.

 Get feedback from your child at the end of the story. Ask your
child what they enjoyed or disliked about the story. Asking
questions will improve their oral fluency.

 Talk about the story with your child in whatever language
and expressive expressions you feel most comfortable. You
can talk about the pictures in the story too.

These tips will engage your child with reading. It will encourage them to
form opinions and give them the confidence to express their preferences
more. We would like to hear wonderful stories from each and every
student after a long vacation which will help all the lovely students to
boost their confidence.
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